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The catcher in the rye study questions chapters 3-4

1. Catcher in RyeThe Catcher in Ray 2. Chapter 3-4 Chapter 3-4 remembers I'm the most wonderful liar I've ever seen in I'm the most wonderful liar I've ever seen in your life. Life. Gruesome it's awful. If I'm on my way to the store because it's terrible if I'm on my way to the store to buy a magazine, even, and someone buys a magazine, even, and someone
asks me where I'm going, I'm prone to sayingks me where I'm going, I'm apt to say I'm going to the opera. That's horrible I'm going to go to the opera that's horrible so when I said old Spencer I had to go to the gym and get my equipment and stuff, that gym and get my equipment and stuff, which was just a lie. It was just a lie. Museveni I do not keep until my
goddamI equipment does not even keep my goddam equipment in the gym. In the gym. 3. To keep Holden gives some details about Mr. Holden gives some details about Mr. Ossenburger. He is a former student ofOssenburger. He is a former student of Pence who has become a contractor. Bensi, who became a Holden Homon Hosme contractor. Holden's
residence named Singh delivers a speech in Bensi, telling Hey to give a speech in Bensi, telling students not to be embarrassed to pray.students not be embarrassed to pray. Ossenburger Osenburger 4. Holden bought a hat in New York.Holden bought a hat in New York. This was a red fishing hat, with this red fishing hat, with one of those, very long tops. I
saw it in the window of this sportI i saw it in the window of this sports store when we were outside the store when we were still outside the subway, after I noticed That I was lost, after I noticed that I had lost all goddam frustrations. All goddam foil. Costa it's just costing me buck. The way IIt just costs me buck. The way I wore it, I swung the old peak road so, I
swung the old peak road around backwards - very tacky, I'll turn back - very tacky, I admit, but I liked it way. I admit, but I like it that way. He remembers i looked good at it that way. He looked good at it that way. 5.Oh then Holden turns his attention to his Holden turns his attention to his own reading habits and lists of his favorite authors.reading his favorite
author's habits and lists of his favorite authors. Rants brother D.B tops the list, followed by: his brother D.B. tops the list, followed by: Electric Ring LardnerRing Lardner - Isak DinesenIsak Dinesen (yes, it's a woman) (yes, it's a woman) Thomas Hardy.Thomas Hardy. Read Reading 6. I wondered what I like best is a book that's at least funnyWhat I like best is
a book that's at least funny once in a while. Once in a while. Drop what really knocks me is a book that, what really knocks me is a book that, when you did it all, you want thewhen Whatever I did read it, I wish the author who wrote it was wonderful from a writer that wrote that he was a great friend of yours and you can call him up on The Phonos and you can
call him on the phone whenever you feel like it. Every time I feel like that. 7. AckleyAckley Sulaymani as he settles on reading, a dormAs he settles on reading, a sleep neighbor, Robert Ackley, Ackley Counties, Robert Ackley, Holden Counties. Sixth he was one of these very very tall, he was one of those very tall, very tall, round-shoulders - it was about
men's shoulders - it was about six four - with poor teeth. Six four - with bad teeth. 8. Remember the whole time that the room was next to me, I never the whole time he lounged next to me, and I never even once saw his toothbrush. So once he saw his toothbrush. Gruesome always looked moss and awful, and he always looked mossy and awful, and he
damn close to making you sick if you saw him near make you sick if you saw him in the dining room with his mouth full of mashed room with his mouth full of mashed potatoes and peas or something. Potatoes and peas or something. He remembers in addition, he had a lot of pimples. Not only does he have a lot of pimples not only on his forehead or chin,
like most men, but on his forehead or chin, like most men, but all over his whole face. all over his whole face. Remember and not only that, he had an awesome personality. And not only that, he had a terrible personality. He was also kind of a bad guy. He was also kind of a bad guy. I wasn't so crazy about him, to tell you he wasn't too crazy about him, to tell
you the truth. The truth. 9. StradlaterStradlater - Ward Stradlater is a Holden Chamber. Ward Stradlater is a holden roommate who suddenly knocked the door open, and the oldall suddenly opened the door, and the old Stradlater stormed in, in a hurry. Hesterlater broke in, in a big hurry. He was always in a hurry and everything was always in a hurry.
Everything was very important. A very big deal.Sich came to me and gave me thisHe came to me and gave me these two playful slaps as hell on both cheeks - two playful as hell slaps on both cheeks - something that can be very annoying. Annoying. 10.Caster was at least a beautiful friendly man, he was at least a very friendly man, Stradlater. It was partly a
false kind of Stradlater. It was partly a false kind of friendly, but at least it always said hello to friendly, but at least it always said hello to Oakley and all. Ackley and all. He's in the middle of a date and they ask him in the middle of the date and ask Holden to lend him his tooth fishing jacket. Holden to lend him his dog's 11th dental jacket to keep him. To keep
Stradlater company inHolden decides to keep Stradlater in the bathroom as he shaves.the bathroom as he shaves. For The Stradlater Fire was a secret argument, it always seemed that Stradlater was a secret naïve, he always seemed fine, Stradlater, but for example, Antle-Right, Stradlater, but for example, he should have seen the razor he had shaved
himself, and he saw the razor he shaved himself with. With. He was always as rusty as hell and full of foam and beha was always rusty as hell and full of foam, hair and crap. Poetry and nonsense. 12.To keep him as he prepares, he asks Holden as he prepares, and he asks Holden to write his English composition to him. Pasta is anything. Anything
descriptive. Ora Ing Room. Anything descriptive. Room, house or something you once lived in Ora's house. Or something you once lived in or something just as long as it's shabby something -- you know. Just as long as it's descriptive as hell. Just don't do it toodescriptive as hell. Just don't do it very well, it's all. Good, it's everything. 13.Anovich Holden asks
Stradlater aboutHolden asking Stradlater about his date, turns out to be the date of his, and it turns out that Jane Gallagher, who holden Jean Gallagher, who knew Holden years ago.He knew years ago. · Stradlater tells some things Stradlater told some things about Jane, including how well jane is doing, including how well she dances and how she dances
and how she keeps kings in the backkeeps kings in the back row while playing checkers.row while playing checkers. Jane Gallagher Jean Gallagher 14. They were surprised her mother and father were divorced. Her mother was married and married her mother back to some vintage fishing back to some vintage hunting remembers a skinny man with hairy
legs. He wore a knife with radiant legs, he was wearing shorts the whole time. Jane said he was supposed to be a playwright or some aspect to be a playwright or something goddam, but all I've ever seen him is something, but all I've ever seen is booze all the time and listening was booby all the time and listening to every single goddam secret to every one
goddam secret program on the radio. Program on radio.fatwa and run around house,run around house, naked. With Jane around, and all. Naked. With Jane around, and all. 15. Cool Teacher site coolteacher.iwarp.com the initial monologue is an important one. A statement I'm the most wonderful liar I've ever seen begs the question of whether Holden is
telling the truth when he says it. The result is increased reader-on-the-reader caution for what is believable in the narrative. The next description we get is one of Osenberger, described as fake every word. The speech is a pathetic attempt to show how he's just an ordinary man. The juxtaposition between Holden's criticism of himself as a liar and
Ossenburger as a phony leads the reader to wonder if there is really a distinction between who Holden is and what he criticizes. Also in Ossenburger's description is a slight critique of religion as a clear, a topic that will be developed later. Before Ackley's entrance we find Holden reading, first evidence that Holden is not normal and he argues that I am very
illiterate, but evidence such as his English teacher described him as a genius and his knowledge of literature argues otherwise. A particularly insightful quote is to say that what really knocks me is a book that, when you did it all read it, you want to ... You can call [the author] on the phone whenever you feel it. Holden seeks more than just a book of
knowledge that he seeks human interaction. One has to wonder, however, whether Holden would only reject the authors as a tweel if he met them in person. What's in the first part we took as a fake in Holden's character now seems to be part of a deeper feature, ready to interpret everything as false. Eat, for example, makes a mess in Holden's room. Holden
rules that he did it on purpose. You can say. The use of the word you in that statement indicates Holden's unwillingness to admit that this is just his own point of view. Stradlater serves as a foil to Oakley. Where Ackley is a fool, Stradlater is a secret naïve. However, it is important to note that Holden, both of which are holden slobs, are quick to discover what
is hated for everyone. Another criticism of the pair is that they are both surface thinkers. Stradlater believes that all writing is about putting commas in the right place, and Ackley believes that baseball is all about having a perfect build. For Holden there's something deeper that's been found on a different kind of superficial thinking in Jane Gallagher. Holden's
only memory seems to be her son's line up in the back row whenever they play checkers. She liked the way they looked when they were all in the back row, he notes. It is a preoccupation with just aesthetics, but somehow we get the feeling that Jane is much more honest about what she does. On the other hand, Stradlater and Eckley use their views to justify
the deficit itself. Maybe that explains Holden's seemingly contradictory saying that he hates movies like Poison, but I get the hype of imitating them. He hates movies because the film is nothing more than a false depiction of reality on a screen, yet it can imitate it because in tradition the film is taken out of context. Tradition, for Helden, is more honest than on-
screen photography. Screen.
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